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Do you take the risk, or lose the chance? 

The League of Wealth presents the FIRST-EVER REAL ESTATE COMIC BOOK. 
Michael is an ordinary college kid from Enterprise City - until his father
transfers his powers to him after being killed by a powerful villain named
Capital Skull. Michael becomes The Upriser, Enterprise City’s neighborhood
superhero. But he’s ashamed of his powers. Capital Skull and his team of
villains force the city into poverty and financial ruin. In order to break the
curse, and free his mother from bondgage, Michael undergoes a journey to
purchase a 100-unit apartment complex. Is Michael ready to embrace his true
fate and learn how to use his powers for good? Or will the weight of the City
being freed be too much for him to handle? Each villain The Upriser battles
represents a challenge we would face purchasing and managing a large
multifamily property.  As each villain is defeated, The Upriser acquires a key.
He needs all 5 keys to defeat Capital Skull, free his mother and the city, and
get the girl of his dreams.

In this historic story, witness a Marvel and DC-style superhero comic that is
not only engaging but also teaches us how to buy a large multifamily property
- in detail. 

You’ve never seen anything like this before…..
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DRE EVANS is a distinguished graduate from the US Naval Academy with a BS in naval
architecture and marine engineering. He's a Harry S. Truman Scholar, an MIT Lincoln
Lab fellow, and an Air force Institute of Technology fellow. Dre is one of the first Black
Plebe Summer Regimental Commanders in USNA history and has served in multiple
naval warships in the Naval Nuclear Power, the Pentagon, and abroad. Today, he's an
entrepreneur, podcast host, and public speaker. He shares his experience with
violence, real estate, and leadership to inspire people across all cultural
backgrounds.
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